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In the article current positions of economic
groupment of countries are certain BRICS,
the analysis of role of this group is presented
in the system of world economy.
Research of processes of development of
association of countries BRICS conditioned
by the rapid rates of changes and transformations of world economy and its role for
BRBRICS, as a possible driver of development and qualificatory link of forming of
effective strategies for the system of world
economy on the nearest thirty years.
As an aim of the article the necessity of
determination of current competition provision of countries comes forward BRICS in a
world economy and to define prospects and
future achievements of transforming development BRIX in the conditions of global economic calls.
In the article the value of specific gravity
was expected GDP per capita each of countries BRICS and GDP per capita association
on the whole. An indisputable leader among
countries BRICS on this index is China, the
average annual rate of the economy growing of that in an indicated period folded 9,8%.
On the second place India (6,9%) stands on
this index, on the third is Russia (4,6%) and
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on fourth is Brazil (3,2%), and on fifth steam
(2,5%). Countries «G7», in turn, showed in
1990-2014 the middle rates of GDP from
1,2% to 2,7% in a year.
Index of global competitiveness and rating of countries was expected BRIX. Two
country-participants of association BRIX
in a period from 2009 to 2015 had a positive dynamics of GCI, rose in rating nearer
to beginning: Russia improved the positions
from 63 a to 45 place of rating; China – from
29 to 28. Three states BRIX in the period of
research, opposite, had negative tendencies
on the index of global competitiveness, went
down in rating below: Brazil went down in
rating from 56 to a 75 place; India – from 49
to a 55 place; steam – from 45 to a 49 place.
Certainly, that central function crouching
countries BRIX belongs to India and China.
Brazil, REPUBLIC of south Africa and Russia, is examined in one row with these countries mainly from the presence of substantial
resource potential. On the whole, economy
growing of BRICS countries in a great deal
depends on external factors: international
trade, outsourcing relations, direct foreign
investments, prices and demand on power
mediums.

